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Small-diameter Cayley Graphs for Finite Simple Groups 

L. BAIlAr , W . M . KANTOR ANt> A . L UUQ1"SKY 

Let 5 be a subset gener<lIing a fin ite group G. The corresponding Cayley gruph '§(G , 5 ) has 
the e lements of G as vertices ~od the. pairs 19. $g f. g E' G. $ E S . as edges. The diameter Q( 

':!}(G , 5 ) is the smallL'lll iotcger d such thai every clement of G can be expressed as a word uf 
leoglh .,,;;. d using c lements (rom 5 U S ". A simple counl of words shows thai d ~ 10g~ I~ 1 (IG O. 
We prove Ihat Ihere is a constant C such Ihlll every nonabc lian finile simple group has ~ SCI S 
Ilf at most 7 gcncrato~ (or which the di3lncler of '8((;, S) i5 ~t mllst C lug l(il. 

I . I NTRoDu c n ON 

Lct S be a subse t generat ing a finite group G. The pair (G. S) determines a 
connected Cayley graph ro(C, S) . the vertices of which are the elements of C and the 
edges of wh ich are the pairs {g, sg} with g E C and S E S. The diamete r diam '§(G, S) 
of <'g(G , S) is the smallest integer d such that eve ry ele ment of C can be expressed as a 
word of length ~d usi ng ele ments from S U S - ' . A simple count of words shows that 
d ~ IOg21S1 (lCI) . . If we require that 151 be bounded-so that the vale nce of 9l(C . S) is 
bou nded- then it follows that d cannot be better than O(log ICI) (here. and unless 
othe rwise indicated , logarithms will be to thc base 2) , We wi ll prove the following: 

THEOREM 1. J. Thert: is a cOllsram C such that every '1OlIubelian finite simple group 
G has a set S of at mO.~1 7 generators for which the diameter of '!i(C, S) is at most 
C log IGI. 

A crude estimate for Cis 101Il, but we will not include the bookkeeping requ ired to 
estimate C. Neve rtheless . our arguments will make it clear that a bound C is tedious 
but no t difficult to compute. 

The proof of the theorem uses the classification of finite simple groups ; or , more 
precisely , the fact that there are o nly finitely many sporadic simple groups, which can 
therefore be ignored throughout the paper. Somewhat detailed properties of groups of 
Lie type will be required for o ur arguments. These will be used to reduce to groups of 
rank J, which are among the most interesting cases (see the last remarks in Sections 3 
and 6). 

Note that the theorem is not true in the case of cycl ic groups G of prime order. Also 
note that the very familiar 'Bubble Sort' generat ing set {(l. 2), (1. 2 , . .. , II)} of the 
.symmetric group S" produces a graph of diameter 6(n 2

) . In Section 2 we present 
unfamiliar , somewhat complicated 2-element generating sets fo r A n and S" producing 
Cayley graphs of diamcter O(n log,,) (as well as 3-element 0(" log n) generating sets 
of a fairly nice sort). The gene rating sets in scct ion 2 share wit h the Bubble Sort pair 
the property of having an associated algorithm : an O(log IGI) step algorithm which will 
write any given element of G as a word in S U S- ' . 

A standard pair of ge nerators for G = SL(2, p) , p prime , consisti ng of th e matrices 

and (0 -I) 
1 O · 

generates C with corresponding diameter O(log IG1) = O(logp) . However, the o nly 
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proof we know for this depends on deep number-theoretic results of Selberg [15] and 
Weil [21], involving the estimation of the eigenvalues of the Laplacian operator of 
some arithmetic hyperbolic surfaces (see Section 8, where there is also an indication of 
connections between our work and eigenvalues, expanders, Ramanujan graphs, and 
Kazhdan's Property (T». In Section 3 we present another pair of generators of 
SL(2, p) for which there is an elementary proof that the diameter is O(logp). 
Moreover, this new set has an associated algorithm, whereas we do not know such an 
algorithm for the above standard pair of generators. 

While our theorem concerns Cayley graphs arising from 'optimal' generating sets, 
one can also ask for information concerning the diameters produced by arbitrary 
generating sets. In [4] it was conjectured that, for a finite nonabelian simple group G, 
any generating set produces a graph of diameter O((log IGIY). For a description of 
results concerning this, and related questions, see Section 9. 

The theorem leaves open several other interesting questions. Some of these are 
mentioned in Section 8 and 9. Here we will only mention two. First, in (1.1) it should 
be possible to use only 2 generators, but we have not been able to use our arguments 
(or the generators in [16]) in order to produce such a precise result. In fact, even for 
PSL(2, q), q a prime power, we do not know such a generating set. Second, we 
conjecture (cf. Section 8) that every finite simple group produces Cayley graphs of 
bounded valence that are expanders. Even for An (and Sn) this is open. 

This paper is organized as follows. The case of An is handled in Section 2. At the 
same time we deal with the corresponding questions concerning Sn. The case PSL(n, q) 
is dealt with for n 2 and n ;3 3 in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. The arguments used 
in those sections are then extended to all of the remaining nonsporadic finite simple 
groups (Le., the remaining groups of Lie type) in Sections 5-7. All of these arguments 
eventually reduce primarily to the situations Sn and PSL(2, q) already considered in 
Sections 2 and 3. Implicit in our arguments is an associated algorithm, but we have not 
included this here. 

2. ALTERNATING GROUPS 

In this section we prove (1.1) for the alternating groups as well the corresponding 
result for the symmetric groups. We also consider some closely related groups (the 
Weyl groups of type B/ and D/). 

, . 
THEOREM 2.1. SrI has a set of 2 generators with respect to which the aiumeter is 

O(n log n). 

Before giving the proof of this result, we will present some motivation together with 
a proof of a weaker result in which 3 generators are used. This weaker version is much 
simpler, but contains the essential ingredients for a proof of (2.1). 

Let X be an n-element set. Let 00 be a point of X. It suffices to construct a set S such 
that some transposition (00, x) has length O(log n), and such that all points of X -{ oc, x} 
can be obtained from x by using elements w of S-length O(logn) fixing 00. For then 
all transpositions (oo,x)W = (oo,XW) will have S-length O(logn). Since every permuta
tion is a product of at most 2n transpositions of the form (00, x), it will follow that every 
element of G has S-length Oen log n), as required. 

Assume first that n 1 is odd. Identify X with {o:>} U £:n-l, and consider the 2 
permutations b:x~2x and c:x~2x+1 (both fixing (0). Any element tE£:n-l can 
be written as 

m 

t = 2: ai2; = ( ... (am 2 + am -l)2 + .. ·)2 + ao, 

° 
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where m = [log n 1 and each a; E {O, 1} (the second equality is 'Horner's rule'). Thus, if 
we temporarily write bo = band b l = c, then our arbitrary t E can be written t Ow 
for the element w = bambam~l ... ball E (b, c) of {b, c }-length O(log n), as desired. 

When n 1 is even, this argument does not wor~. However, in that case identify X 
with {oo, x'} UI,,_2, and consider the permutations b: x ~2x and c: x ~2x + 1 (both 
fixing 00 and 00'). As before, it is easy to check that S {(00,0), (00, oo')b, c} behaves as 
required. (Namely, we can first obtain (00',0) = (00, O)<,,<,OC')b, (00,00') (00,0)(00'.0), and b 
as words of length at most 8 in S, and then as above obtain the transpositions (00 1

, t) for 
each t E ) 

The same idea works for An as well, if sufficient care is taken to deal only with even 
permutations. 

In order to decrease from 3 to 2 generators, we would like to proceed as follows. 
Assume once again that n - 1 is odd. Note that b fixes 0, so that «00, 0)b)2 = b2. If Ibl 
happens to be both odd and O(logn), then (00,0) will be a power of (00, O)b of length 
O(log n). In this situation, we would be able to proceed exactly as before--or rather, 
we would use S = {Coo, O)b!, c}, where! represents !(Ibl + 1). 

Unfortunately, there is no reason to expect either that Ibl is odd or that it is small. 
Therefore, some amount of effort will be used in order to obtain a situation in which 
these requirements (small and odd) are both met. This will be accomplished by means 
of some bookkeeping. (N.B. Some of the strange constants in the following argument 
can be decreased. They are designed to work not only for SrI, but also below for An as 
well.) 

PROOF OF (2.1). We may assume that n ~ 211. Let I ~ 7 be an integer such that 
(6, /) = 1 and 21+10:;;: n :;;: t+4. Partition the n-set X into 13 subsets Xl, X 2 , ... ,Xl2 • E 
such that IX;I = 2' - 1 for each i. Note that I has been chosen so that lEI> 0 and 
100 + IEI/100 < IX2 U· .. U Xd. Let 00 denote a point of E. 

Identify X I with . In particular, 0 E X I C X. Start with the permutations 
bl:x~2x and cl:x~2x+1 of XI, both of which have order I-where I has been 
constructed so as to be both odd and O(log n). (Since the orbit of 1 under (b 1) has 
length I, it is easy to see that b l has order I. That Cl also has order I follows from the 
fact that it is the conjugate of b l by the permutation x ~ x - 1.) 

Now define b1 to be such that (bl )12 = b l on Xl and bl = 1 on X XI' (Recall that 
the order I of bJ is relatively prime to 12.) Also, let f be the product of pairwise disjoint 
101-cy, 'he supports of which are in (E-{00})UX2 U ... UX12 and cover E-{oo}. 
(Since 100 + IEI/100< IX2 U' .. U Xd, such an f can be obtained as the product of 
[lEI/100] or [lEI/100] + 1 cycles, all but at most one of which use 100 points of E.) 

The desired permutations band C are as follows: 

and 
b (oo,O)fbl' 

C induces the 12-cycle (Xl> X 2 , ••• , X t2 ) on the X;, 
c12 =cl onXt , andc=lonE. 

Note that (b I2
, C

I2
), restricted to Xl, is the same sort of group as the one called 

'( b, c)' in the remarks preceding this proof. (For, f = 1 on X l' ) 
Let S = {b, c}. We claim that every element of Sn has S-length O(n logn). It suffices 

to show that every transposition (00, z), Z E X-{oo}, has length O(logn). 
First note that b lOli (00, 0) since 1011 is odd, and hence (00,0) has length O(log n). 

Conjugating by elements of (b 12
, C

12
) we find (via Horner's rule) that each transposi

tion (00, Xl), Xl eXIt has length O(logn). Conjugating by c we obtain the same for all 
transpositions (00, x), x E X 2 U' .. U X l2 • Finally, conjugation by b i for 1:s; i:s; 100 
produces the transpositions (00, e), e E E-{oo}. 0 
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It is not at all clear that one can deduce the An case from the Sn one. However, some 
minor modifications of the above argument produce that result: 

THEOREM 2.2. An has a set of 2 generators with respect to which the diameter is 
O(n log n). 

PROOF. Use the same I, Xl, X 2 , •••• X 12 , E, as before. Note that IEI;3 2, and this 
time let 00 and 00' denote distinct points of E. Let 61 be as before, and let f be as 
before, except that this time the support of f is in (E-{ee, oo'}) U X 2 U' .. U X l2 and 
covers E-{oo, oo'}. 

Now define band c as follows: 

and 
b = (00,00', O)fbl 

c induces the 12-cycle (X], X 2 , ••• , Xu) on the Xi' C
I2

=Cl on Xl, 
c = 1 on E-{ 00, ool}, and c interchanges 00 and 00 ' . 

We claim that S = {b, c} behaves as required. First note that b, c E An- (Namely, Ibl 
is odd, while the restriction of c to X I U ... U X 12 is an odd permutation.) Also, 
b lOll =(oo,oo',O)±1 (since 101l4=O(mod3», so that (00,00 ' ,0) has length O(logn). It 
suffices to show that each 3-cycle of the form (OO,OO',Z), ZEX-{ee,ool}, has length 
O(log n). This is proved exactly as in (2.1): first we obtain all (00, 00 ' , Xl), Xl E Xl> then 
all (00,00' , x), X E X 2 U ... U X 12 , and finally all (00, ee', e), e E E-{ ee, 001}. 0 

REMARKS. (1) Note that there are O(n log n) algorithms implicit in the above 
proofs, enabling one to write any given element of Sn or An as a product of members of 
SUS-I. 

(2) The Bubble Sort generators t = (1,2) and s = (1, 2, ... , n) for Sn produce 
diameter O(n2

), a fact that is needed later (e.g., in (2.4». In fact, the diameter is O(n2
). 

This can be proved by considering the permutation X 1--7 n + 1 - x. Namely, the cyclic 
order of 1,2, ... , n induces a cyclic order on each unordered triple from 
{l, 2, ... ,n}. Note that s preserves the cyclic order of each triple, while t changes the 
cyclic order of only n - 2 triples. Therefore, any representation of the permutation 

xl--7n+1-x as a word in S±l and t must contain at least G)/(n-2)=O(n2
) 

occurrences of t. 

The remainder of this section is needed only for the proof of the main Theorem (1.1) 
in the cases of orthogonal, symplectic and unitary groups, and can therefore be omitted 
by readers primarily interested in the alternating or PSL(n, q) cases of that theorem. 
First, we will need to describe the Weyl groups of types BI and DI , which will be 
denoted by W(BI ) and W(DI ), respectively. 

Consider the I-sets X = (1, ... ,I} and X' = {I', ... , I'}. Then W(BI ) is the group 
of permutations of X U X' preserving the partition X = {{x, x'} ! x E X}. Each such 
permutation induces a permutation of X, all of S, being induced, and the kernel of the 
homomorphism is just L~. Thus, WeB,) can be written W(B{) = L~ Xl Sf, where Sf 
consists of the permutations of X U X' obtained by extending permutations of X in the 
obvious manner. 

There is a natural subgroup L~-'l of our kernel consisting of all even permutations. 
With S{ as above, W(D1) is defined as WeD,) = L~-l Xl Sf; alternatively, W(D{) = 
W(Ba nA2[. The groups WeB,) and W(D[) are groups generated by reflections in !R /. 
In the present notation, these reflections are the following permutations for all distinct 
i, j: (i,j)(i',j'), (i,j')(i',j), and in addition (i, i') in the case of W(B[). For a further 
discussion of these groups, see Section 7, Step (5). 
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Now write 

s = (1, ... , /)(1', ... , I'), and then let 

(2.3) S= {(I, 2)(1', 2'), s, (I, I')} for W(Ba, and 

S {(1, 2)(1', 2'), s, (1, 2')(1', 2)} for W(D{). 

Later we will need the following 

LEMMA 2.4. For the above 3-element sets S, W(B1) and WeD!) have S-diameter 
0(l2). 

PROOF. This is straightforward. For example, consider the case WeD!). Every 
element of S{ has length 0(12), by Bubble Sort. Since WeD!) £~-lS1 it suffices to show 
that each element of £~-1 has S-length 0(12). Note that (1,2)(1',2')· (1,2')(1' ,2) = 
(1,1')(2,2') E • By conjugating this by the powers of s we see that the 1-1 
permutations (i, i')(i + (i + 1)') with 1 ~ i ~ I 1 have length 0(/). These form a 
basis of the £2-space , so that every element of £~-1 has length 0(1) in these /- 1 
generators. Thus, every element of £~-1 has S-length 0(/2). 0 

REMARK. It is not difficult to imitate the proof of (2.1) in order to obtain 2-element 
subsets of G = W(B{) or W(D{) with respect to which the diameter is O(log IGI) = 
O(llog I). However, the above generators are the ones that will arise later: they occur 
naturally within the context c.f Weyl groups of groups of Lie type. 

3. PSL(2, q) 

In the next two sections we will prove (1.1) for the groups PSL(n, q). The proof 
breaks up into two separate situations, requiring entirely different methods, according 
to whether n = 2 or n ~ 3. The arguments used are essentially the same as those that 
will be used in the case of all of the remaining groups of Lie type (Section 5-7). We 
have separated them out for the case PSL(n, q) since they are easier to understand and 
require no background beyond linear algebra. 

Let G = PSL(2, q) or SL(2, q) with q a power of a prime p, where we will write 
elements of PSL(2, q) as matrices mod ±I. Write 

x(t)=(~ :) and h(b) (b~l ~) forb*O, tEO:q • andr=(~ ~). 
Then x(t + u) x(t)x(u) and X(t)h(b) x(tb 2) for all b *0, t, U E O:q. Also, H = 
{h(b) I b #: O} is a cyclic group of order q - 1 or !(q - 1) (the order is q 1 except 
when G PSL(2, q) with q odd). 

THEOREM 3.1. Let G = PSL(2, q) or SL(2, q). 
(i) If q is an odd prime then G has diameter O(log IGI) with respect to S 

{x(l), hG)r}. 
(ii) For any q, if 0 is a primitive element of 0: q as an extension of the prime field IF P' 

then G has diameter O(log IGI) with respect to the set 

S = {x(l), h(!)r, h(O)} if q is odd, 
and 

S {x(I), r, h( O)} if q is even. 
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PROOF. If ad - be 1 then a straightforward calculation yields that, for c =1= 0, 

(3.2) g = e :) = x( -c-1 + ac-I)x( -cyx( -c- I + dc-I). 

In case c = ° use rg instead of g. This reduces the proof to showing that the length of 
each x (a), a E IF q' is small with respect to the given set S. 

Define 8 E IF q as follows. If q = p is an odd prime write 8 = 2. If q > p let 8 be as in 
(ii). In either case, IF q IF p( 02

). Every element t E IF q can be written in the form 
m 

t = 2: ai82i ( ... (am 02 + am _I)82 + ... )82 + ao 
() 

(the second equality is Horner's rule once again), where either 
q = p, m + 1 ~! log q, and ai E {O, 1,2, 3} (base 4 representation of t), or 
q >p, m + 1 ~Iogp q, and ai E IFp. 

Case q = p. We may assume that p > 2 (since SL(2, 2) has order 6 and is generated 
by xCI) and r). Write r' h(Dr E S. By matrix multiplication, h(2)-1 = 
x(I)-2(x(1)2Y'x(1)(x(1)-4)" has length ~ 13. Moreover, 

x(t) = ( ... (x(am )h(2)x(am _I»h(2) . . ·t(2)x(ao) 

by Horner's rule. Here, each x(ai) has length ~3, while h(2) has length ~13. Thus x(t) 
has length O(log p ). 

By (3.2), each element of G has length O(logp) = O(log IGI). This proves (i) (and, 
of course, the case p = 2 of (ii». 

Case q > p. As above, each x(t) is a word 

x(t) = ( ... (x(am )h(8)x(am _l»h(8) . . . )h(8)x(ao) 

in m + 1 elements x(a), a E IFp, and 2m elements h(8)±1. We just saw that each x(a) 
has S-length O(logp). Thus, each x(t) has length m' O(logp) = O(logq). 

By (3.2), each element of G has length O(logq) O(log IGI). 0 

REMARKS. (1) By crudely counting the lengths in the above arguments, it is easy to 
check that the diameters are ~4510g IGI in (i) and ~135 log IGI in (ii). 
(2) There is an algorithm (cf. Section 1) implicit in the above proof. 
(3) There is an alternative to the use of Horner's rule, which will be needed later in 
Sections 4 and 7 when polynomials will not be available. Namely, with t as above we 
can first write 

m 

x(t) = n x(ai)h(2)', 
i=(} 

and then observe that the cancellations of the form h(2)ih(2)-(i+l) = h(2)-1 imply that 
the above product has S-length at most Oem) + (m + 1) . (sum of the lengths of the 
x(aJ). That is, these cancellations let us avoid the occurrence of the sum of the lengths 
of the h(2t 
(4) We do not know any 2-element set S generating PSL(2, q) with respect to which 
the diameter is O(logq). This is a major obstacle to decreasing the '7' in (1.1). 

4. PSL(n, q) 

We turn next to the groups G = PSL (n, q) for n;;" 3. In this case we will introduce 
the standard Lie notation used later in the general case (cf. Section 5). By abuse of 
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notation, we will regard G as consisting of n x n matrices. (In fact, we will actually be 
handling the case of SL(n, q).) 

For 1 ~ i <j ~ n, let Xi; be the group of matrices with l's on the diagonal, an 
arbitrary (i, j)-entry, and D's elsewhere. Then Xij is isomorphic to the additive group IF; 
of IF q' Moreover, 

is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and U = Il<; Xi; with the ~n(n - 1) factors written in any 
order. 

If el, ... ,e" is the standard basis of IFZ, for 1 ~ i < n let ri be the matrix of the 
transformation sending ei-" ei+l-" -ei and fixing all other ej. Also, for 1 ~ i ~ n - I let 
hi(t) = diag(l, ... ,1, rl, t, 1, ... , 1) for t E IF;, with rl as the ith diagonal entry. If 
we write Hi = (hi(t) I t E IF;) for 1 ~ I ~ n -1, then 

is the group of all diagonal matrices. Also, 

Li,i+I:= (Xi.i +1 , ri) SL(2, q) and Li,i+1 n H = Hi' 

Moreover, the group B of all upper triangular matrices is B = UH t> U, while 

N:=(H,rill~1<n) 

is the group of all monomial matrices and satisfies NIH == S" with the ri behaving as the 
'adjacent' transpositions (i, i + 1). We also have 

G BNB (Bruhat decomposition). 

PROPOSITION 4.1. G = PSL(n, q) has a set of 4 generators with respect to which the 
diameter is O(log I G I). 

PROOF. The set S will consist of the following: 

an element s of N projecting onto an n-cycle of NIH == Sn, 

and 

the 3-element generating set for L12 given in (3.lii). 

Note that one of the elements r' = h(!)rl or rl of that 3-element generating set for 
L12 projects onto (1,2). In particular, if we choose s so that it projects onto the n-cycle 
(1, ... , n) then z: sri projects onto the n I-cycle (2, ... , n). 

First we will show that every element of U has S-length O(log(IGj). Order the 
groups Xii' i < j, in such a way that 

n n-;-1 

U I1 I1 Xi,I+I+k' 
1=1 k=O 

Then U c yysys2 ... ysn-I where Y: = X 12XhXf~ ... Xf;-2. 
Note that there are cancellations occurring in the above products, since sk(sk+lrl 

S-I and Zk(Zk+I)-1 = Z-l. Each element of X 12 has length O(logq) in view of the 
definition of S in terms of (3.lii). Consequently, each element of Y has length 
O(n . log q), and each element of U has length O(n . n log q) = O(log IGI). 
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Next, consider the abelian group H = It Hi' Recall that each element of HI has 
length O(logq). By definition, Hi = (HI)". It follows that each element of H has length 
O(n logq). (N.B. Again there are cancellations of the form Si(Si+I)-l =s-t, but these 
are not needed for the proof of (4.1).) 

Consequently, each element of B = UH has length O(log IGI). 
On the other hand, G = BNB by the Bruhat decomposition. Here, G = BNB = 

UHNHU = UNU. We have available the Bubble Sort generators Hr' = HrJ and Hs of 
NIH. Thus, every coset Hg, g E N, has a coset representative g of S-length O(n2). 
Consequently, each element of G has length O(log IGI). 0 

5. GROUPS OF LIE TYPE: NOTATION 

The remainder of this paper is concerned with finite groups of Lie type. This section 
summarizes many of the basic properties of such groups that we will need (ct. [7]). 

Let G be a finite simple group of Lie type of characteristic p and rank I. We will use 
the following detailed but standard notation: 

cP the root system of G (for unitary groups we will let cP have type B/) 
ai' ... , at the simple roots 

cP+ the set of positive roots 
W the Weyl group, so that W has at most 2 orbits on cP 

X" the root group associated with the root a, where with (X",)w = X"w for 
aE CP, WE W 

U the Sylow p-subgroup U of G such that U = Ila'E<I'>+ Xo: (with the factors in 
any order) 

B = Nc( U) a Borel subgroup 
H a complement to U in B, so that B = U ><l H 
N the usual group of BN -pair frame, so that N [> H, W = NIH and 

G = BNB (Bruhat decomposition) 
L", the group (Xa, X -<l')' where a is any root, so that 

and 

W= (NnLo:; 11s;,is;,I)H/H 

q the power of p appearing in the usual 'name' for G 

If 1;>- 2 then, for each a, 

La' == PSL(2, q E), SL(2, q E), PSU(3, q) or SU(3, q) for e = 1, 2 or 3, 

except that La: can be Sz(q) for one W-orbit of roots a when G =2F4(q). 

REMARK. Not every group of Lie type is simple. However, there are very few 
exceptions (namely, PSL(2, 2), PSL(2,3), PSp(4, 2), Gz(2) and 2F4(2) [7, p. 268]), 
and these can be ignored. 

6. GROUPS OF RANK 1 

Let G be as in Section 5. In this section we will prove (1.1) in the case of groups of 
rank 1. These are precisely the groups PSL(2, q), PSU(3, q), SU(3, q), Sz(q) and 
2G2(q) [7J. The cases PSL(2, q) and SL(2, q) were dealt with in Section 3. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. (i) If Gis PSU(3, q), SU(3, q) or Sz(q) then there is a set S of3 
generators, including a generator of the cyclic group H and an involution in N - H, with 
respect to which G has dimater O(log q). 

(ii) There is a set of 4 generators of G = 2G2(q) with respect to which G has diameter 
O(1og q). 

We begin with two lemmas. 

LEMMA 6.2. If S is a subset of G not contained in B and such that every element of U 
has S-length ~C log q, then every element of G has S-length O(log q). 

PROOF. Let s E S - B. Since U is transitive on UG {U}, every p-element of G lies 
in U or USU for some u E U, and hence has S-Iength O(1og q). Since G BNB 
UHNHU = UNU, we only need deal with N. 

Note that, every case, N/Z(G) is a dihedral group, so that each element of H/Z(G) 
is the product of 2 involutions of G/Z(G). Also, if Z(G) * 1 then any non-trivial 
element of Z(G) is the cube of an element of G (this is reI event only when 
G = SU(3, q), with q 1 (mod 3». Thus, it is only necessary to show that all 
involutions of G/Z(G) have length O(logq). In particular, we may now assume that 
Z(G) = 1. 

For each of the groups G, all involutions are conjugate. Some involution can be 
written uvu' with U, u ' E U and v E US (by [19] or a direct calculation). Hence, each 
involution can be written as the product of three p-elements, and so has length 
O(logq). 0 

LEMMA 6.3. Let /-l E IF q be such that rF q = rF p(/-l) and such that the multiplicative group 
(/-l) contains IF;. Consider the group A = IF: >4 M of I-dimensional affine transforma
tions xHmx+a, where mE (/-l), aElFq • Fix bErF;. Let Au consist of those 
transformations with m 1 and a E brFp, and let h be the element x t-l> /-lX of A. Then 
every element x t-l> x + IX of A can be written as a word of length ~3 logp q in Au U {h}. 

PROOF. By hypothesis, if q = p" then every element t E rF q can be written in the 
form 

e-l 

t = 2, ba;/-l; ( ... (bae-I/-l + bae -2)/-l + .. . )/-l + bao 
u 

with a; E rFp. 

(Horner's rule) 

By hypothesis, Au is the group of all additions f: x t-l>X + ba by elements ba E brFp • 

On the other hand, h is just multiplication by /-l, so that fh: x t-l> x + ba/-l. Consequently, 
the above expression for t implies that the element x t-l> x + t of A has length ~3e in 
AoU {h}. 0 

PROOF OF (6.1). In view of (6.2), we will focus on elements of U. Our set S will 
consist of the following: 

a suitable nontrivial element u E U, 
a suitable element r E N - H, and 
a generator h of H. 

(In the case 2G2(q) a fourth element will be used, taken from U.) 
We will deal with the various groups G on a case-by-case basis. 

Case G = Sz(q), where q = 22e+l. Here U consists of all ordered pairs (a, b) ElF!, 
with a suitable multiplication. Moreover, Z(U) = U' consists of the pairs (a,O), and 
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Z(V) == V/Z(V) == IF;. We have H == IF;, and with this identification each y E H acts on 
V via (a, b) I-'? (ay, by,,+l), where a = 2e [18, 19]. 

The group Sz(2) has order 20, and is contained in G (with 'co-ordinates' in Sz(2) n V 
taken from 1F2). The element u = (0, 1) has order 4, and u2 

E Z( V). If r is any 
involution in Sz(2) - (u) then (u, r) = Sz(2). 

Set S = {u, r, h). 
We may assume that e > O. Then (6.3) can be applied in the two cases A = Z(V)H or 

( V / Z (V»H (with An = < u 2 ) and (Z ( V)u ), respectively) in order to see that every 
element of V has length O(Iog q) in our generators. 

Cases PSV(3, q) and SV(3, q). This time V consists of all ordered pairs (a, a) E 
IFq X IFq2 with a suitable multiplication, and Z(V) = V' consists of the pairs (a, 0), 
V' Z(V)==IF;, where V/Z(V) == IF;,. Moreover, H/Z(G) is isomorphic to a sub
group of IF;, of index (3, q + 1), and with this identification each y E H/Z(G) acts on V 
via (a, a) I-'? (ayq+\ ayq). (Here IZ(G)\ is either 1 or (3, q + 1).) 

Let h be a generator of H. 
Let u be any element of V - Z(V). Set Uj = UhU- 1

• Then UI is a nontrivial element 
of V' = Z(V). 

There is a subgroup Go == SL(2, q) generated by 2 conjugates of Z(V), normalized 
by H, and such that B n Go is a Borel subgroup of Go. Write Ho = H n Go, so that 
B n Go Z( V)Ho. 

Let G1 ~ Go be such that G1 == SL(2, p) and B n G1 is a Borel subgroup of G1• Let 
{Uj' r} be a 2-element generating set of G1 with respect to which the diameter is 
O(logp): use (3.1), identifying Ul E V n G1 ~ V n Go with x(l) and letting r have order 
2 (mod Z( G j )) (namely, if p = 2 use any element r in G] - (u 1 ) of order 2, and if p > 2 
use the element called hO)r in (3.li». 

Set S = {u, r, h}. We claim that S behaves as required. 
First note that every element of Go has {Ul' r, h}-length O(logq). This is proved by 

repeating the argument used for the case SL(2, q) already considered in (3.1). Namely, 
since H normalizes Go that argument applies essentially verbatim: X(t)h = X(tyq+l) for 
all t E IFq and some y generating IFq 2. (N.B. We started with (u], r) = G1 and h. We did 
not have Ho at our disposal: a generator of this group is a 'large' power of h, and hence 
is inaccessible until after we have repeated the argument in (3.1).) 

In particular, every element of Ho has {UlJ r, h}-length O(logq), and hence has 
S-length O(Iog q) since Ul == UhU-

1 has length ~4. 
Next note that all elements in {u h

' I hI E Ho} or {uh' I hi E HO}h also have length 
O(logq) withrespecttoS. EachofthesubsetsZ(V){uh

' I hI E Ho} andZ(V){uh
' I hI E Ho}h 

of V / Z (V) consists of all the nonzero vectors in a I-space when V / Z (V) is 
viewed as a 2-dimensional vector space over IF q (recall that {3 E H acts on V be sending 
(a, a) to (a{3q+l, a{3q». Moreover, these are distinct I-spaces, and hence span 
V / Z( V). Thus, every element of V / Z( V) either lies in {uh

' I hiE Ho} or {uh' I hiE HO}h, 
or else is a product of 2 elements, one from each of the sets. Since we already 
know that each element of Z(V) has S-Iength O(logq), it follows that the same is true 
of each element of V, as required in (6.2). 

Case 2GZ(q), where q = 32e
+

1
• This time V consists of all ordered triples (a, b, c) E 

IF!, with a suitable multiplication [19]. Moreover, Z (V) consists of all of the triples 
(a, 0, 0), U' consists of all of the triples (a, b, 0), and Z( V) V' / Z( V) == V I V' == IF;. 
This time H == IF;, and with this identification each y E H acts on V via (a, b, c) I-'? 

(ay, byo+t, cy,,+Z), where a == 3e [19,20]. 
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There are subgroups Go and G 1 of G with the following properties [20]; 

Go 2G2(3) == PTL(2, 8); 

G1 = PSL(2, q); 

Go n G1 PSL(2,3); 

B n Gi is a Borel subgroup of Gi for i 0, 1; 

vn Go consists of those triples (a, b, c) belonging to IF~; 

vn (GoY is cyclic of order 9 and V n (Go)' n G 1 = 1. 

Let S consist of the following elements: 
a generator Uo of V n (Go)'; 
u and r taken from Go n G1 and generating that group; and 
a generator h of H. 

It is easy to check that Go (uo, u, r). 
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Every element of V n Go has S-length 0(1), where V n Go has elements projecting 
nontrivially into each of the groups V / V', V' / Z( V) and Z( V). Consequently, we can 
apply (6.3) to the three groups (U/U')H, (V'/Z(V»H and Z(V)H (letting Ao be the 
group generated by a nontrivial element of (V n Go)V'/ V', (V' n Go)Z(V)/Z(V), or 
Z( V) n Go, respectively). Then all elements of V have S-length O(log q), as 
required. 0 

REMARK. We do not know any 2-element set S generating the above rank 1 groups 
with respect to which the diameter is O{log q). As in Section 3, this is major obstacle 
to decreasing the '7' in (1.1). 

7. HIGHER RANK 

In this section we will complete the proof of (1.1) by handling the groups of Lie type 
of rank at least 2. 

PROOF OF (1.1). Let G be as in Section 5. By Section 6 we may assume that G has 
rank l;?: 2. 

In view of (4.1), we may assume that G is not PSL(n, q). Our argument is, however, 
just an elaboration of that in Section 4. 

We will proceed in several steps. Our notation is that of Section 5. 

(1) Let al and a2 be distinct simple roots. They will be specified more carefully 
when additional notation has been introduced. 

AQbreviate Xj XC>:j and L j = L(X] for j = 1, 2. 
Let Ej be a set of 2 or 3 elements generating L j obtained as in (3.1) or (6.1). 
Note that one of the elements of Ej projects mod H onto the element raj of 

N / H W. That element of Ej will also be called raj' 
(2) The desired set S consists of 

Ej for j 1, 2 (for suitably chosen aj; see below), and 
an element sEN that we will now define. 

If G is not a classical group let Hs EN/ H = W be the product of the I simple 
reflections (Hs = rat' .. raJ· In this case it is straightforward to check that at and a2 
can be chosen so that W = (rat' 'a2' Hs) and tP = ar' u ar'. 

If G is a classical group, then the Weyl group W of G is W(B1) or W(DI) in the 
notation of Section 2. (Namely, W == W(BI ) when G is PSp(21, q), PQ(21 + 1, q), 
PQ-(21 + 2, q), PSV(21, q) or PSV(21 + 1, q); and W W(DI ) when G is PQ+(21, q).) 
Then s will taken to be any element of N projecting mod H onto the I-cycle called s in 
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(2.3), while ct'1 and ct'2 will be chosen so that r"" and r"'2 are the remaining two 
generators appearing in (2.3). Then W = (rOll' r0(2' Hs) and <1> = ct'r' U ct'i" once again 
(see Step (5) below). 

Note that IEjl = 3 for j = 1, 2, so that lSI :!"S 3 + 3 + 1. 
By (2.4), every coset Hg (g E N) belonging to W = (rlXl , r"'2' Hs) has a coset 

representative g of S-length 0(12). 

(3) In Steps (4)-(6) we will show that every element of U has S-length O(log IGI). 
Assuming this for the time being, we can complete the proof of (1.1). 

Consider the abelian group H = n (H n La,). If W E Wand f3 E <1> then (H n LfI)W = 
H n Lf3w. In particular, since <1> = ct'r' U ct'i" each group H n La, is a conjugate of H n L j 

by an element of W for j = 1 of 2. In view of the choice of E j , each element of H n L j 

has S-length O(log q). In particular, if G is not classical then I WI 0(1) and hence 
each element of H has length O(log q). On the other hand, if G is classical then it is 
easy to check (see Step (5) below) that each ct', has the form a1k 

or ct'2 with 
O:!"S k :!"S I 2, and then each element of H = ili (H n L",J again has length O(llog q). 

Consequently, in view of our assumption about the lengths of the elements of U, 
each element of B = UH has length O(log IGI). 

On the other hand, G = BNB by the Bruhat decomposition. By Step (3), every coset 
Hg (g EN) belonging to W has a coset representative g of S-length OUZ). Since 
log I G I oW log q), each element of G has length O(log I G I). 

(4) It remains to deal with U = ilaE<l>+ X"" where the factors can be written in any 
convenient order. Every root ct' has the form ct' ct'j for j = 1 or 2 and some W E W, 
and then X", (X,,)w. 

In particular, if G is not a classical group then I and 1<1>1 are 0(1), so that each X", 
consists of elements of length O(log q) and hence so does each element of U. This 
completes the proof when G is not classical. 

(5) From now on, G will be a classical group. In order to imitate the argument in 
Section 4, we will need a description of the set <1>+ of positive roots for each possible <1> 
(of type B" C[ or D/). For Euclidean descriptions, see [7]. For our purposes, it suffices 
to describe <1> and <1>+ in terms of the set X U X' appearing in Section 2. 

BI , C/: 
<1>: X UX' and all pairs {u, v} with u, v EXUX' and v =l=u, v=l=u' and u =1= v' 
<1>+: X and all pairs {x, y} or {x, y'} with x, y E X and x <y 
ct'l {I, 2'}, ct'2 = I E X; the remaining simple roots have the form {i, (i + I)'}; and 
the corresponding reflections are (1,2)(1',2'), (I, I'), and (i, i + 1)(i', (i + 1),), 
respectively. 
D1: 

<1>: all pairs {u, v} with u, v E X U X' and v*- u, v =1= u' and u =1= Vi 

<1>+: all pairs {x, y} or {x, y'} with x, y E X and x <y 
ct'1 = {I, 2'}, ct'2 = {I, 2}; the remaining simple roots have the form {i, (i + In; and 
the corresponding reflections are (1,2)(1',2'), (1,2')(1',2), and (i, i + 1 )(i', (i + 1),), 
respectively. 

(N.B. The difference between B, and C1 concerns the lengths of roots, and these will 
not arise in the following arguments.) Note that the simple roots ct'1 and ct'2 are such 
that the corresponding reflections ra , and ra , behave exactly as in (2.3). Also note that 
the group generated by the permutation s appearing in (2.3) sends ct'1 to every simple 
root other than ll'2 (a fact that was needed in Step (3». 

(6) We will write X", = Xx> X xy or X xy ' when ct' = x, {x, y} or {x, y '}, respectively. 
Recall that the elements of S n N induce elements of NIH = W behaving as in (2.3) 
and (2.4). 
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Now we can proceed as in Section 4. Namely, write 

or u = TI TI X .. y TI TI X Xy ' 
x x<y x x<y x x x<y x x<y 

in the respective cases B/ (or C/) or D/. 
Write z: sr"'t' which is just (2,3, .. ,,/)(2',3', ... , l') viewed within W, 

Y X X z xz2 d Y" X XZ xz2 x zl
-

Z 

:= 12 12 12'" , an . 12' 12' 12"" 12' . 

Case B/ (or C/): We have 

U c yys y s2 
• •• y"l-l . Y,Y/SY/5z . .. Y ISI

-
t 

• X/X; . .. X/l-l. 

Each element of X"'t = X 12' has S -length O(Iog q) by the definition of E I, and hence the 
same is true of each element of X 12 = X;2" where t = r~2 = (2,2'). Due to cancellations 
of the form Zk (Zk+ I) -I = Z -I and sl< (sk+ I) -I = S -I, it follows first that each element of 
Y or Y' has length 0(1· log q), and then that each element of U has length 
0(1· flog q) O(log IGI). 

C D Th' . U yysysl ysl-l y'y,sy,s2 y,.,.1-1 ase /. IS ttme c . . .. . . . , 

Once again, each element of U has length I . O(log q) = O(log I G I). 
while X I2 

D 

REMARK. Motivated by the arguments in this and the preceding section, we 
conjectured that every element g of G can be written as a product of two p-elements
and that, for 'most' g, the first of those elements can be chosen from the group U. This 
conjecture has now been proven by R. Steinberg. Unfortunately, this does not lead to 
a shorter--or essentially different-argument or set S. 

8. ApPENDIX: EIGENVALUES AND DIAMETER 

In [2, (2.7)] it is shown that a connected k-regular graph W on N vertices has 
diameter ::;;;2[(k/ AI)~ log N], where AI = AI(W) is the smallest positive eigenvalue of the 
matrix kl A with A the adjacency matrix of W. Thus, for a family of k-regular graphs, 
if AI is bounded uniformly away from 0 then the graphs have diameter O(Iog N). By 
elaborating on the use in [12] of Kazhdan's Property (T) concerning the respresenta
tions of Lie groups, the following is deduced in [21. For a fixed n 3, PSL(n, p) has 
diameter logp with respect to the generating set {s, Xlz(l)} (compare the 
notation of Section 4); it is not known whether this diameter is O(log IPSL(n, p)l) = 

O(nZlogp). For the same two generators, we have the following in the case n = 2 (the 
proof is taken from a preliminary version of [10]): 

PROPOSITION 8.1. For a prime p, PSL(2, p) has diameter O(logp) with respect to 

{(
I 1 (0 

S = 0 1)' 1 ~) }. 
PROOF. The group F = PSL(2, Z) acts on the upper half plane ~ {x + iy I x, Y E 

IJ\I:, y > O}, with fundamental domain D = {x + iy I -~ ~ y ~ t x2 + yZ;::: l}, Note that S 
is the image mod p of the standard set (also called S) of generators S {z
Z + 1, z- -lIz} of r. Let M = ['\.~ be the quotient space, and let Mp = r,,\~ be the 
quotient space with respect to the congruence subgroup r;,: Ker(F- PSL(2, p). 
Then Mp is a finite-sheeted covering of M on which PSL(2, p) acts with fundamental 
domain Dp , the image of D under the natural projection r;,\~. 
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The Cayley graph <fJ(PSL(2, p), S) can be visualized on Mp in the following way. 
The vertices are the images gDp of Dp under the elements of g E r, and the domains 
gDp and g'Dp are joined if and only if they are adjacent (i.e., intersect in a curve). 

Let L1 be the Laplacian operator of the manifold Mp , and let Al(Mp) be its smallest 
positive eigenvalue [8]. In [5,6] it is shown (in a more general situation) that there 
exists a constant CI > ° such that Al(Mp);:=: Cl for all p if, and only if, there is a constant 
C2 > ° such that Al (<fJ(PSL(2, p), S»;:=: C2 for all p. By [15], A}(Mp);:=: 3/16 (and it has 
been conjectured that A}(Mp);:=: 1/4). Therefore, Al(<fJ(PSL(2, q), S)) is bounded away 
from 0, and by the result from [2] mentioned at the beginning of this Appendix, 
diam <fJ(PSL(2, p), S) = O(log p). 0 

REMARKS. (1) Note that the eigenvalue Al(<fJ(PSL(2,p), S'» is bounded away from ° for every set S' of generators of PSL(2, Z) taken modp. 
(2) One can also show (again using [15]) that, for the generating set S given in (3.11), 
A}(<fJ(PSL(2, p), S» is bounded away from O. 
(3) Using the reduction in [5] produces the crude upper bound 
diam <fJ(PSL(2, p), S) 500 logp for the trivalent graphs in (9.1). 
(4) When k=6 and 5 is a square modp, a 3-generator set S is given for PSL(2,p) in 
[11] such that Al(<fJ(PSL(2, p), S»;:=: k - 2~. Those k-regular graphs satisfying 
this optimal inequality are called 'Ramanujan graphs' in [10,11]. It is also shown in 
[11] that diam <fJ(PSL(2, p), S) < 2 logs p + 2, which is better than the bound obtained 
using the eigenvalue bound [2]. Results essentially identical to some of those in [10, 11] 
have also been obtained in [13]. 

Finally, we remark that these eigenvalue estimates produce stronger information 
than the diameter concerning the graphs we have discussed in this section: they are 
(k, e)-expanders with e = ~Adk [2, 10]. That is, they are k-regular graphs on N vertices 
such that, for each set A of ~!N vertices, at least e IAI vertices not in A are joined to 
vertices in A. From this definition it follows immediately that (for fixed k, and e 
bounded from below), (k, e)-expanders have diameter O(logN). In view of (1.1), this 
leads to the following: 

CONJECTURE. There are k and e > 0 such that every finite nonabelian simple group 
G has a set S of k generators such that <fJ( G, S) is a (2k, e)-expander (or, equivalently, 
such that Al(<fJ(G, S» is bounded away from 0; cf. [1]). 

9. ApPENDIX: FURTHER REMARKS ON DIAMETERS OF CAYLEY GRAPHS 

We have concentrated on finding a small, efficient set of generators for nonabelian 
finite simple groups. Other papers deal with the diameters of Cayley graphs with 
respect to arbitrary sets of generators of families of groups. 

It is not difficult to show that any Cayley graph of an abelian group has diameter 
>~(n{lIISI} - 1). On the other hand, it has been conjectured [4] that all Cayley graphs of 
nonabelian finite simple groups are fairly good: more precisely, it was conjectured that 
there exists a constant C such that the diameter of any Cayley graph of any nonabelian 
finite simple group G is less than (log IGl)c. This conjecture is open even for the 
alternating groups; in fact, the upper bound exp(c(n log n )!) is the best estimate known 
when G Am [4]. It is even conceivable that 'most' pairs of generators of Sn or An 
produce diameter O(n log n). For the groups PSL(2, p) we do not know generators for 
which the diameters are not O(log p). 
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In view of (1.1) and the preceding paragraph, it is natural to ask how the structure of 
G can force the diameter to be 'large' or 'small' with respect to a bounded number of 
generators. It is interesting to note that, without a size restriction on the number of 
generators, the structure of the group cannot make a significant difference. More 
precisely, a simple combinatorial argument is used in [3] to prove that every finite 
group G has a set of s < log IGI + log log IGI + 3 generators gl, ... ,gs such that every 
member of G can be written as g~lg22 ... g~', where each ei E {a, 1}. In particular, the 
resulting Cayley graph has diameter ~s. 

In conclusion, we remark that part of the motivation for constructing Cayley graphs 
of small diameter comes from applications to interconnection networks. Indeed, 
Cayley graphs have long been recognized as a source of effectively constructible 
networks of small diameter. Many authors have noted that the celebrated network of 
'cube connected cycles' [14] is a Cayley graph of the wreathed product Z2 wr Zm. 
Sorting procedures have been associated with these same Cayley graphs (perfect 
shuffles [17]) and with Cayley graphs of the symmetric group (pancake graph [9]). 
Also, the expansion properties of the graphs in Section 8 have been used for network 
constructions [2, 10]. 
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